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Translator: Giko 

 

from The Rinzai Roku, Chapter XIX 

       translated by  Ruth F. Sasaki 
 “‘Followers of the way, true Buddha has no figure, true Way has no substance, true 
Dharma has no form.  These three are fused together harmoniously united into one.  Just 
because you can’t understand this you’re called sentient beings with unlimited karmic 
consciousness. 
 Someone asked, ‘What about the true Buddha, the true dharma, and the true Way?  
We beg of you to disclose this for us.’  The master said, ‘Buddha is the mind’s purity; Dharma 
is the mind’s radiance; the Way is the pure light pervading everywhere without hindrance.  The 
three are one, yet all are empty names and have no real existence.  For the true man of the 
Way, from moment to moment mind is not interrupted.’ 
 From the time the great teacher Bodhidharma came from the western land he just 
sought for a man who would not accept the deluded views of others.  Later he met the second 
patriarch, who, having understood at Bodhidharma’s one word for the first time realized that 
hitherto he had been futilely engaged in striving. 
 As for my understanding today it is not different than that of the patriarch-Buddhas.  
He who attains at the first statement becomes the teacher of patriarch-Buddhas.  He who 
attains at the second statement becomes the teacher of men and devas.  He who attains at 
the third statement cannot save even himself. ’ ” 

 

 The thing that Rinzai is talking about here, and the thing I’ve been talking about is the 

True Buddha, and I guess if you are a religious person you can call that same condition the true 

God, and that is something that has no shape and no form.  And I also have been talking about 

the Dharma activity, the activity that forms this world, and forms you as well, forms every 

existence that is in this world.  And I’ve been telling you that the Dharma activity as well 

cannot be made an object by us, it is also something that doesn’t have a form or a shape. 

 And today finally we can start talking about the Way, that is you, who have appeared 
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from the activity of the Dharma, what Way should you walk?  What road should you walk on?   

 And as I’ve been telling you up until now, that existence which is called “I am,” when it 

appears here, if it were to appear as something that had no form, had no shape, then we could 

say that was the true spiritual existence.  But the “I am” self is not the perfect Buddha, not the 

perfect God.  The “I am” saying self does not have all of the Dharma activity as its content.  If 

this thing that we call the “I am” self appeared as the perfect existence it wouldn’t have any 

question about what the Dharma activity is.   

 And everything has a self, even a plant has a self, but all of these particular selves, there 

is not even one of them that  is the perfect self.  And I’ve been telling you that every single 

self, even the self of a plant, all the way up until we human selves, we all have to make an effort 

in order to become the perfect self.  And as I always tell you, when that self manifests itself as 

the perfect self then, just in the same way as True God or True Buddha, it doesn’t need to be 

made an object of by anything, and it does not need to make an object of anything.   

 So in Zen we say that which is manifest having the complete, total Dharma activity as its 

content has no form, no figure, no shape.  So that is not the material world.  If we have to 

name it I guess we can call it the spiritual world.  

 But as I just said, when anything first is born it is always imperfect.  And that imperfect 

existence which has appeared through making an effort, through doing the activity of living, it 

must become the complete being.   

 The thing that self must do is do the Dharma activity until it can do the perfect complete 

Dharma activity, and manifest itself as the perfect body of Dharma. 

 So if we ask, “What path must we walk in order to manifest the perfect self?”  In 

Tathagata Zen we say that there is no other path to walk other than doing the Dharma activity, 

putting the Dharma activity into practice.  So even though we can talk about a path to walk, or 

a Way of the human being, there is no Way other than the Dharma activity. 

 So now we have to go back, now we have to go and really investigate again what kind of 

activity does the Dharma activity do.   
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 And we can also go back and say, if there is a True Buddha, the True Buddha is doing the 

perfect, true Dharma activity. 

 But we do say that there are perfect existences, and imperfect existences, and so up 

until the manifestation of the perfect existence the Dharma activity is manifesting imperfect 

existence.  So we have to investigate what kind of an activity the Dharma activity does when it 

brings into being the imperfect conditions, or the imperfect states.  And I have been telling 

you up until now, in various ways, how it is that imperfect selves, imperfect existences are 

manifest. 

 And I have also been telling you that when the perfect condition, the complete state is 

manifest that is not a fixated existence.  The principle of the Dharma activity is to not fixate 

that existence. 

 The prefect condition is the condition in which the plus and minus activities, the 

tatha-gata and tatha-agata, thus-going and thus-coming activities have totally become one.   

 But as I also have been telling you, the teaching of Buddhism says that there are times 

when this perfect self is brought into being through the plus activity, the activity which forms 

man, or we can just call it the male activity taking the lead.  But we also say that when the 

perfect self is manifest through the plus activity taking the lead that condition of perfection can 

never be attained unless the minus activity, the female activity is helping and cooperating.   

 This is really an awesome problem, because we have the plus activity and the minus 

activity and they are opposite activities, they are opposing each other.  So you wouldn’t think 

that the minus activity would cooperate or help plus, you would think that she would oppose 

plus, but the fact is that when plus manifests the perfect condition he is being helped by the 

minus activity. 

 People love to go around saying that they are doing Zen practice, but this thing that you 

call Zen practice really is manifesting the wisdom that knows thoroughly the principle that 

when the plus activity is taking the lead he is being aided by the minus activity, the minus 

activity is cooperating with him so that he can complete the plus activity.  Zen practice is 
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manifesting that wisdom and then  actually putting that into practice.  So you can see that 

Zen practice is not some easy thing. 

 But Buddhism also says, “Just look at the world, and see that everything is manifesting 

the perfect self.  Everything is manifesting itself as happiness and satisfaction. So you can see 

that already the minus activity is helping the plus activity in order to manifest the perfect self.”  

And we call this condition of perfection, or salvation, or the condition of perfectly round 

satisfaction the condition in which subject and object have become one.  We can say the 

unification of subject and object, or simply the unification of plus and minus, or the unification 

of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  That is what we mean, if we want to use the word salvation or 

to be saved, that is true salvation, that is true satisfaction. 

 And in Buddhism and especially in Tathagata Zen we say that the condition of the 

unification of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, the unification of plus and minus, if we personify that 

condition we call it the manifestation of true love.  So we now have ask, “What is love?  

What is the activity of love?”  And it seems to me that in general most people think of the 

activity of love as an activity that affirms their “I am” self, but in Buddhism we say that isn’t a 

very good explanation.   

 The “I am” self, in English we have this word “ego,” the ego self is not the true self.  

That “I am” self, that ego self is the self that insists that it is either a man or a woman, and in 

general most people think that when that self is affirmed that is love, and people seem to get 

happy when their “I am” self is affirmed, but that isn’t true love.  True love is when that self 

dissolves, when that self is completely gone.   

 And Buddhism says that the manifestation of true love is a condition in which plus and 

minus also have disappeared.  Standing up on a lopsided position of plus or a lopsided 

position of minus, and thinking, “Great, I feel great, I’m satisfied,” that is what we call the kind 

of love that comes into being from the position of affirming the self, from the position of the 

opposition of plus and minus, the opposition of man and woman, and that kind of love will just 

cause endless conflict.  And we can also say that kind of love is a compromise love, a love of 
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compromise, not true love. 

 And getting back to this condition of the perfect self that comes into being through the 

plus activity taking the lead, a condition which I have previously called the condition in which 

living no longer needs to be done, the conclusion we reach is that condition can never be 

attained unless the minus activity helps the plus activity, or if we talk in terms of man and 

woman the woman must help the man. 

 But if you think, “Well that sounds wonderful.  That sounds more than enough to 

qualify as true love,”  we have to say that actually that is not enough. 

 Because, as I said before, even the condition of true love is not fixated.  There is 

nothing that is fixated.  When this condition is reached we say that the plus activity doesn’t 

need to do the plus activity anymore and he can, at least temporarily we can say, rest. 

 But the moment the plus activity rests then the minus activity wakes up and opens her 

eyes.  And there she is in the place that plus is resting, in the place that plus is taking a break, 

and she works to maintain that place.  It is really hard to understand this actually. 

 So even though it was the plus activity who was taking the lead in order to first manifest 

this condition of true love at the place that living no longer needs to be done, once it is 

manifest it is the minus activity that continues this manifestation of true love, maintains it. 

 This condition is an activity, but it isn’t an activity that has consciousness, it isn’t an 

activity that has any will in it.  It is a completely will-less activity.  The condition of true love is 

an activity of plus and minus, but in that activity of the condition of true love plus and minus 

are not acting with will, plus and minus are not acting with consciousness.  They are not 

conscious of “I am plus” or “I am minus.” 

 This world of true love I am describing, in this case, is a world that was manifest through 

the plus activity taking the lead, and the manifestation of it is continued through the minus 

activity taking the lead, she maintains it, but these activities do not have any consciousness or 

any will in them. 

 If we ask what is the most precious, what is the most noble thing in this world it is when 
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the plus activity negates the plus activity, and the minus activity negates the minus activity, and 

both appear as zero.  It is this activity of zero which is true love, and Buddhism says this is the 

most noble thing in this world.  Buddhism says that the activity of true love is the 

manifestation of zero. 

 And because it is an activity with no will we call it the activity of emptiness.  Everybody 

knows Buddhism is the teaching which talks about emptiness, but I think that when people hear 

about emptiness they have some kind of lonely, desolate feeling.  But now, hopefully, you can 

understand that emptiness is the activity of true love, that Buddhism in no way negates the 

activity of true love. 

 But as I was saying before, if we ask if this condition of true love is fixated, it is never 

fixated. 

 This condition of perfection that I am describing now is the condition, as I said before, 

that comes into being through the plus activity taking the lead, the condition in which plus does 

not need to do plus anymore, in which living does not need to be done anymore.  And we call 

that condition which is manifest through plus leading, and whose manifestation is continued, 

maintained through minus leading, we call that condition the ultimately large, the ultimately 

large universe. 

 And also, if we personify this condition of the ultimately large manifestation of true love 

we can name it in various ways such as True Buddha, or the Dharmakaya, or the cosmic 

Buddha, Vairochana.  And we very carefully teach that when we talk about the ultimately 

large condition, the ultimately large manifestation of true love, when we say the biggest 

cosmos that means there are no other worlds, there are no other universes outside of it.  

There is nothing bigger than it.  When we say ultimately large we really mean ultimately large. 

 And although I said that the plus activity has rested in this condition of the ultimately 

large cosmos, this condition is not a condition which is at rest.  The moment the plus activity 

rests the minus activity wakes up and takes the lead,  and now that she is awake and acting 

the plus activity also has to wake up and follow the lead of the minus activity.  So in the 
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condition of ultimately large minus is leading and plus is following.  This condition of 

ultimately large is an action.  It is an activity in which the minus activity is leading and the plus 

activity is obeying. 

 And the activity that the condition of the ultimately large is doing is an activity in which 

tatha-gata and tatha-agata are facing each other and unifying, facing and unifying, manifesting 

true love over and over. 

 And Buddhism teaches, even when it is teaching to children, Buddhism says that this 

condition of the ultimately large universe is a condition of pregnancy.  It is the condition in 

which the ultimately large universe is pregnant with everything.   

 And don’t forget that this condition of the universe being pregnant with everything is a 

condition in which the minus activity is leading and the plus activity is following.  And people 

often name this condition of the ultimately large “heaven” or the “Pure land”  or “Paradise” 

and when you see paintings of this, even in Buddhism, the angels who are living in heaven are 

always women. 

 And this condition is a condition in which the body of the great universe and the activity 

of mind which forms the great universe have completely become one.  The body and mind of 

the great universe are not opposing each other at all. 

 This is a condition in which there have been no children yet.  This is a condition in 

which all existent things have not yet been manifest.  But it is a condition that is pregnant with 

absolutely everything, that’s the teaching of Tathagata Zen.  But without fail, we say, the 

season will come, the time will come when that condition of the ultimately large cosmos will 

break open and right in the center of the ultimately large cosmos, right in the center of the 

activity of true love, or we can say right in the center of the Dharmakaya or the Dharmadhatu 

the three worlds of past, present and future are born, the child is born.   

 So yesterday, or the day before, I was talking about the first condition of the origin, the 

ultimately small condition of the origin, can be said to be comprised of 0.5 of plus and 0.5 of 

minus.  So let’s call that condition of the ultimate source one and say that when that swells up 
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and expands and arrives at the ultimately large condition, that we can call 100.  But that 

condition of one itself, without adding anything, itself has become the condition of 100. And so 

we can see that that condition is perfectly complete.  And we call the perfect condition in 

Buddhism zero, so we can see that one is zero and also 100 is zero.   

 This may sound simple but it really is difficult, it’s something that you have to really 

carefully contemplate in order to grasp.   

 The ultimate source of one will go on to manifest the condition of the origin two which 

then will go on to manifest the condition of the origin at level three which will keep on in this 

process of expansion until 100 is reached.   

 Because some people are here, just beginning their practice, and because some people 

are young in their lives and wanting to practice Zen I’m trying to explain the details of it.  I 

you’re a Ph.D. and think that this doesn’t really make sense then you don’t have to listen to this. 

 The perfect condition is zero.  One is perfect so one is zero.  One hundred  is perfect 

and so 100 is zero.  For you modern folks, I bet you can understand this right away.  The 

ultimately large condition, the condition of the greatest cosmos, is the perfect condition that 

we call the condition of 100.  And from that condition of 100 the minus activity, the 

contracting activity, the activity which negates the self takes the lead and from that condition of 

100 a new condition is manifest which we can call 99.9999 of slightly contracted condition.  

And that self which appears here of course has both plus and minus equally as its content. So 

you figure it out; what’s 99.9999 divided by two?  It has that amount of plus and minus.  And 

in this condition as well surrounding the manifest self on its outside and inside are imperfect 

activities of plus and minus, that’s the teaching of Tathagata Zen.  

  This is very difficult and it’s necessary to take alot of different examples in order to 

contemplate it for yourself. 

 But anyway, the teaching of Tathagata Zen is to say that basically the minus activity is 

taking the initiative in the condition of the ultimately large and continues to take the initiative 

within the whole process of contraction until the ultimate origin, the ultimate source of one, is 
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again reached.  The minus activity, in other words the death activity will lead until finally and 

without fail she arrives at the condition where she doesn’t need to do minus, she doesn’t need 

to do dying anymore.  On the journey from the activity of true love at the ultimately large until 

the condition where dying no longer needs to be done at the ultimately small, along that 

journey in Buddhism we say there are countless, innumerable conditions of upaya, conditions 

of temporary true love that are manifest.   

 If you contemplate this activity of unification of subject and object and separation of 

subject and object this activity of love that we call the repetition of unification and separation 

of subject and object and you contemplate the innumerable manifestations of this that happen 

on the journey from ultimately large to ultimately small, it is only when you actually 

contemplate it for yourself that the wisdom can arise for you that really grasps it so you can’t 

be expected to understand it just doing five or six years of zazen.  But we also say that for the 

ones with good heads on their shoulders for, shall we say, the smart ones they can immediately 

understand that they are manifesting true love in exactly the same way that a mosquito is 

manifesting true love.   

 And the moment when the dying activity reaches the point where dying no longer needs 

to be done then she can rest, and the moment she rests then again the living activity the plus 

activity wakes up and takes the lead.  And so you can see it is the plus activity which is leading 

right within this condition of the ultimately small universe.  The plus activity is leading in the 

manifestation of the condition of the ultimately small. 

 But this condition of the ultimately small also is a condition of being pregnant.  The 

activity of love which is occurring in this ultimately small universe is and activity in which the 

plus activity is taking the lead, but in this condition as well there will come a time, inevitably, 

where this pregnant ultimately small condition will burst open, and right in this tiniest of 

universes, right in the middle of it the three worlds of past, present, and future will appear. 

 That universe of oneness, that one world that the three worlds have appeared from and 

appear in cannot be seen, but the present moment which appears and is the self can see past 
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and future which are embracing it from the outside and the inside.  The self which is the 

present moment has appeared right in the Dharma world, has appeared right in the total entire 

world, but it isn’t capable of seeing that complete, perfect Dharma world.  Even though we 

are in the Dharma world we cannot see it.  The only things we can see are the worlds of past 

and future.   

 And this is where we existences who do the function of consciousness make our big 

mistake, so this is what you have to contemplate very carefully .  There is no body other than 

the activity of mind.  Mind and body always are one. When the activity of mind expands then 

the body also expands.  And when the activity of mind divides itself, when plus and minus 

separate then the worlds of past, present, and future are manifest.  And as I just said the 

present moment self can only see the worlds of past and future,  It cannot see the entire 

world, the complete world. 

 In other words if we say that the entire body of the world, the complete body of the 

world is True Buddha, True God, then you cannot see True Buddha.  The only things we can 

see are the worlds of past and future. 

 So the big mistake I mentioned is for that “I am” self to think that it can see True Buddha 

or True God.   

 But if you want to see God then we tell you that you cannot actually see God.  

Different than the activity of seeing with your eyes, the only thing that you can do is dissolve 

the “I am” self, and then past, present, and future also will disappear, and then you are 

manifesting yourself as True God or True Buddha.  And that manifestation of dissolving 

yourself is the manifestation of doing the activity of true love.  The only way to experience 

God or experience True Buddha is to do the activity of dissolving yourself.  In other words the 

only way to experience True Buddha is to manifest true love.  If you think that you can fixate 

yourself, and from that perspective of the fixated self meet God or see Buddha, in Buddhism we 

say that is the most tyrannical, oppressive of mistaken ideas. 

 When we talk about, therefore, the road we have to walk, the Way we have to walk 
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along we say, as I said before, that the only way to walk along is to follow the Dharma activity, 

to manifest the Dharma activity ourselves.  In other words to manifest the activity in which we 

dissolve ourselves, and manifest true love, and also manifest the activity where that condition 

of true love breaks open and again we appear in the three worlds of past, present, and future.  

To manifest that principle of the Dharma is what we mean by the Way. 

 We also can divide the Dharma activity into three Dharmas: past, present, and future.  

And of course those three worlds are all acting through the interaction of plus and minus.  

When plus and minus separate then children the present appears. 

 When the three worlds completely melt into each other that is the world of oneness, 

and when that oneness divides into two then the three worlds appear again.  This is the 

activity Rinzai is talking about. 

 And you can be sure that when that principle is being blabbered on and on about, that is 

when the “I am” self is being manifest.  But when you really manifest the wisdom that 

understands this principle then there is no need to speak. 

 So actually when he talks about “Sentient beings with unlimited karmic consciousness” 

what he is saying is that the very way of being of a person, what it means to be a person, our 

very nature is to manifest the imperfect self, but then inevitably go on to manifest the perfect 

self, but then also the perfect self will again divide in two, and the imperfect self will again 

appear.  The repetitive activity is our nature. 

 But anyway if you can just do me the favor of giving me your understanding of simply 

the basic principle that the Way we must walk is to put into practice the Dharma activity, then 

that is enough. 

 So tomorrow is the last day, and we still this part that was left over from before that is 

still left over about the first, second, and third statements, so I hope to get to it tomorrow. 

 

終 

the end 
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